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{ 
The misspents of every minute 
are a new record against us in 
heaven. Sure, if we thought 
thus, we should dismiss them 
with better reports and not 
suffer them to fly away empty 
or laden with dangerous in­
telligence. How happy is it 
when they carry up not only 
the message, but the fruits of 
good, and stay with the Ancient 
of Days to speak for us before 
his glorious throne. 
—Milton. 
MAY 8,1923 
No. 15 
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HAVE YOU READ THIS? Now, the hour has come. I approach REV. P. P. BELLEW WINS 
the friends of the school with a heart FIRST PRIZE IN THE 
A letter has been sent by our pre- so solicitous that it almost bleeds; gJSHOP TAYLOR CONTEST 
si dent, Dr. Paul to the friends of yet I have faith in our friends and 
Taylor, giving them an opportunity faith in God. It would be an exceed- pebt Raising Campaign Opens And 
to take part in the campaign which ing comfort if we could receive a Hopes are To Pay All Debts 
was launched on Bishop Taylor's new response from every friend of By October 1st. 
birthday, May 2, 1923. A copy fol- the school in one of the following 
lows: ways: May 2, the birthday of Bishop 
Dear Friend: 1. A straight subscription on the William Taylor, is annually observed 
If I am correct in assuming that debt. ag pati-0n's Day at the institution 
Taylor University has a place in your 2. An annuity gift transferring to which beais his name. The usual pro-
heart, this letter will possess either that friend, for life, the interest we gram for (hjs occasion includes an 
a magic or a tragic interest. The are now paying creditors. address of an inspirational character, 
first school year under my adminis- 3. A loan, secured by our first usually by some distinguished visitor, 
tration is rounding to a close. I had mortgage bench, to shape the debts an(J an oratorical contest, limited to 
a fine opportunity to be like the where we shall have time to handle students, whose productions must 
frog in the fable that sank, to the them. bear Upon some phase of the life 
bottom of the milk pail and died. I 4. A straight purchase of some of and character of Bishop Taylor. A 
trust I have been like the one that our new 6 per cent first mortgage pHze of $25 is offered, and the'win-
workecl till he made himself a raft bonds ranging in denomination from ner in Wednesday's contest was the 
of butter to float on. To the blessing $1,000 down to $50. young pastor of the Nazarene congre. 
of God and to my worthy associates I know you will look carefully into gation of Upland> paschal P. Bellew. 
we are indebted for the great year the meaning of this letter, give us Second place was won by Mr. E. M. 
we have had: your prayers, and forgive our many Cornelius, singing evangelist, who 
The year began with a large un- annoyances. We surely appreciate all has fceen assistjng Mr. Bellew for sev-
secured mdebtedhess, so shaped that your fav0rs, and are not urging you eral weeks. Mr. H. Irwin Briggs, vo-
ethical treatment of creditors was ,to do any more than you are led. We cational student under the ^Federal 
impossible. A partial reshaping of beiieve fchis wiU pr0ve to be a most Board> receiVed honorable mention, 
the obligations has brought somei re- popular appeal. If so, our general with high COmpliment on his manu-
hef; but we dared not start a debt campaign will be a growing success, script. Judges for this contest were 
raising campaign till some thing had and next June will introduce the the Honorable Sumner W. Haynes of 
been achieved. Our creditors must brjghtest days of Taylor's history. Portland, his law partner, Mr. Bryon 
have been amazed at our temerity in Sincerely yours, G. Jenkins, and the Rev. Charles 
calling for money to enlarge our ^ ^  shoemaker q{ „ 
capacity instead of help to pay the ., 
school's debts; but later they will un- a _ , Preceding the contest Mr Haynes 
derstand that the possibilities of the A WEEK OF PRAYER AT delivered his celebrated address on 
case had to be proved. TAYLOR Dreamers which was enthus.astic-
The following facts will remind you ally. received A special program of 
of the good shape in which we have We do not presume to know the mLS'C was. ealul cd iy t ie epart 
the affairs of the school and the extent of the work accomplished in ^ hT rT^l 
divine seal upon the work. hearts for the kingdom of our Lord pi ri-k' ^ eaVeanC' e m 
The capital of a priceless seventy and for the school, but after consider- i.e\ sang several numbers 
years growth of influence, worth ing the inspiring testimonies given by " T!L %e,e ea! 1 y aPL dUC et • 
millions. those who went through it, by the n ^ Un'verS'ty 
The asset of a world-wide Alumni manifestation of the supernatural in ju"d ZTm ^Y ' J .  "prank, of 
Association. the work of the school and bv what u u *. ™ r aa m * n/r • 
The "grand Depositum" of a full our own heart has felt, it gives us 5'* r Tiv Oh£ 
gospel and a whole Bible. much satisfaction to say that the set- M r ' '' cV S">n' nw 
A local organization united, effici- ting apart of this week was, timely Mr' Cramer and Mrs. Sharpe are now 
ent, successful. and that it has born good fruit. lnchar^ °f, the .movement 
. , . . • * ' , solicita' ions for Taylor University at 
A year's run with no increase of Each evening except Saturday, Muncje Th encouraging re-
debt. was spent ,n prayer alone, a suhs from tyhatPcity. 
Not room enough to provide for member of the faculty brought the According to previous announce-
next year's student body. message, these messages were in ment presjdent paui read the names 
Constructive campaign opened with }lea<^f. ' 1 c-v met 1 le needs of many 0f Hie jnjtjai subscribers to the debt 
$150,000 in subscriptions. " raising campaign. A number of local 
School prop'erty recently appraised th weeTwerTThos^frn i?f Pe°P'e alK' a few friends at a dis'lance 
at $400 000. , , 7![ u m f°lk Wh° have signified their interest and sin-
Th renroach of a badlv arranged t h  'Jraye 0UH 1 l" viclory during ce re  hope is entertained for full pay-)J debt S $140 000 a r ran-ed  the week They testified to the fact ment  of all obligations by October 
old debt of $140,000. with certain y and joy so that all f i r s t .  I„ the judgment of the P.esid-
We have Proved that7ue ca" run fee' the work was genuine. ent such a clearing up of indebted-
without going deeper in debt. We are Let us all continue to hold on to ness will mark a direct advance in 
securing all trust monies and are God for victory and it will come, not the forward movement 
putting 100 per cent efficiency into only to individual lives, but for the 
our business methods. school at large for its every need. "How much owest thou the Lord?" 
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BABE SWALLOWS PIN 
Mrs. Higgins of Chicago recently Miss Grace Ruth spent the week 
spent a week with her daughter, end at her home in Indianapolis. 
Dorothy, and her son, Hubert. 
A daughter, Anna Laura, was born 
Sunday, April 22, to Mr. and Mrs. 
Vincent. 
Mrs. F. 
iously ill 
week. 
H. Fletcher has been ser-
at her home for the past 
and Mrs, H. T. Blodgett en­
tertained' friends from Muncie Sun­
day. They were Mr. and Mrs. Bendser, 
Mr. and Mrs. Nidy, Mrs. S. M. High­
lands and sister, Miss Cummach and 
Miss Alfaretta Kolb. 
Monday evening the small son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bos of the 
College Addition, swallowed some­
thing which was believed to be a 
safety pin. The fellow, who is less 
than two years old, was playing on 
the floor and began to choke on 
something. His mother ran to his as­
sistance but the child was already 
swallowing with evident pain some­
thing that lacerated his throat and 
made it bloody. He was playing with 
a doll blanket which the mother 
knew had a safety pin in it, and the 
pin was missing, so it was conclud­
ed that baby swallowed it. 
So far the child seems to have suf­
fered no ill effects internally, but 
the parents are rather worried and 
are watching it closely so as to have 
immediate aid should trouble develop. 
TEN WEEK'S SUMMER 
SCHOOL AT TAYLOR 
Miss Helen Shoemacker spjent the 
week end with her parents, Dr. and 
to assume the duties 
Manager of the school. 
of Business 
A very interesting ten week's sum­
mer school will begin at Taylor Uni­
versity on Monday, June 25. Courses 
as offered in the regular catalogue 
will be given when demand is suf-
be 
aid upon the School of Education 
and the School of Theology. The ap-
Miss Grace Leal Crozier of Marion proved A and B courses in Education 
P. K. Sowash left Saturday for his 
home at Franklin, Indiana. He will Mrs- Shoemacker at Bluffton. 
not return this term, but will be here 
in school this summer. Rev. Jeppe Jensen of Lincolnville 
called on friends on the campus Mon- ... • " t> • • , T • ' Mr. E. O. Rice arrived Wednesday , v ficient. Principal emphasis will 
Mr. and Mrs. C. C„ Ayres of RecS-
key attended the Bishop: Taylor Or­
atorical Contest Wednesday evening. 
left school College called on Miss Miller Sunday, requiring twelve weeks will be given 
a charge in in the ten weeks. Work in Music 
and Expression will also be offered. 
Taylor, at the highest point on the 
line from Chicago to Columbus, gets 
George Wohlschlegel 
Wednesday to accept 
Missouri. „ 
Miss Grace Stockwell, a missionary 
from Thongma Burma, visited Mrs. 
Jesse Crandall recently. Miss Stock-
well is on her way to her home in 
Illinois. She left Burma in December 
on her furlough and visited the Holy 
Mr. Sumner W. Haynes of Port- Land before coming to this country. 
land, gave a very interesting talk be- She has been a missionary in Burma 
fore the Bishop Taylor Contest Wed- twenty years. Her work was near The first events of Taylor Uni-
nesday evening. Mr. Jenkins, also of Rangoon Burma where Rev. Vere Ah- versity Commencement begin with a 
delightful summer breeze. 
COMMENCEMENT AT 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
Portland, was here with him. 
Some new porch furniture has re­
cently been purchased by the girls of 
Swallow Robin dormitory. It gives 
the porch a very inviting and home­
like appearance. 
bey is pastor of the English church program Thursday evening, June 
and brought messages from him to 14th. The distinguished talent from 
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. M." 0. Ab­
bey. 
Mrs. Sharpe from Muncie attend­
ed1'the Bishop Taylor Contest Wednes­
day evening. 
Rev. and Mrs. Barton Pogue spent 
Sunday visiting at the home of Rob­
ert Gibson near Muncie. They also at­
tended an all day meeting at Thelma. ™ark the balance °f that S"kbath and 
abroad will begin to appear on the 
program Sunday, the 17th, when Dr. 
W. G. Nixon of Detroit will preach 
the baccalaureate sermon in the 
Methodist church at 10:30 a. m. 
Events crowded with interest will 
the ensuing days, through Sunday the 
24th. The Board' of Trustees and! the 
Miss Ralpha Ruth Harris is at the Alumni Association will have their 
Methodist Hospital at Fort Wayne business meetings on Tuesday, and 
where she has undergone an opera- the high peak of the commencement 
season will be reached at 10 a. m. 
Wednesday, the 20th, when the corn-
Mr. Stanley Salter who is teaching mencement address will be delivered 
at chapel, school in Ohio spent 'the week end a"d degrees conferred. Bishop Old-
at his home here. (Continued on page 9.) 
Rev. Charles W. Shoemaker and 
Mr. Frank of Hobart, Indiana, spent tion for the removal of her tonsils 
Wednesday and! Thursday as guests 
of the school. Rev. Mr. Shoemaker 
talked very helpfully 
Thursday morning. 
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course to the northward, creating a 
miniature lake. Here, sparkling water 
as cool as the snow feed Streams of 
Mount Crontes, glided gracefully 
over the spillway into the mirky 
basin below. The aged' thatched roof­
ed mill set into a niche in the hill­
side, where it was surrounded and' 
overshadowed' by large evergreens. 
The river banks above were richly 
IN structure, situated upon a lofty crag. stu(JcIecl with trees, aspen, butternut 
Instantly the thought came to me, and app]e To itheir tops, like clusters 
perhaps, it is an ancient fortress. The fJ|- glistening- pearls, clung a profusion 
possibility indluced me to hasten to dew-washed mistletoe, while, the 
tke f°o;t ^e fortress in question. (jenger iapge underneath was inter-
Army life has Its charms and its I discovered, as I ascended the 
A FRENCH LANDSCAPE 
RETROSPECT 
George J. Stoddard 
allurements, while one is at the'front', crumbling ruins, that this high prom-
spread with dull green of the holly 
bushes, whose blood-red fruit con-
And the time flits by rapidly. But, entory commanded an excellent view ' vivjd] with ^istletoe over. 
.n -Ph ~ v. <4-V«rt /» ., 1 . - i. * 1 _ A •> 
head. One might easily have im­
agined this a great banquet hall, a-
dorned for the festive season. 
Across the valley, lay the village of 
'after the battle is over, after the cf the surrounding countryside. A 
victory is won,' and you find your- narrow valley Stretched away to the 
self billeted in a small village about SOu!th to be lost from view finally, 
one hundred miles from a seaport, a- behind converging hills and the roofs 
waiting orders to sail for 'home and' spires of Laval. Fleecy wiisps of 
sweet home,' monotony reigns su- early morning mist were rising from Argentre, where we were billeted. It 
preme, and time drags by slowly, the valley, clothing it to resemble a was one those quaint little villages 
The general 'awaiting' program con- bit of the 'milk maid path.' The small so numerous in the land of the gallic-
sists of K. P., guard! duty, and 'special river which wended a serpintine lock- Fresh wisPs of smoke were curl-
details'. Now, a soldier does nolt ob- course toward Laval, as it caught 'n& upward from early morning fires, 
ject to preforming these duties when the first slanting rays of the sun, ap- ®0' was hent upon dispersing the 
they are essential, but when a 'buck peared as a shimmering ribbon of sombre shadows of early dawn and 
private' knows that his 'top kick' and silver. The hill crests, which sloped tke hamlet underwent amazing trans-
the entire retinue of 'non-coms' are gently down from either side to the formation before the irresistible alt-
racking- their brains in an effort to the lowlands, were dotted occasionally tack, ihe church which stood central-
keep up the 'supply' for his special with quaint, white-wa.lled, red-roofed G among the native populace and 
entertainment, every form of 'extra homes. Cattle strayed leisurally here guarding the slumbering proteges 
duty' is to his soul as 'roots of bit- and there; some cropped the luxuri- through out the sleepful hours of 
terness.' Therefore, one December ant herbage of the valley meadows ni'f?L , lost i.s ccld1 impassive lines as 
morning in 1918, I determined to e- and bordering hillsides, while others it became enveloped in golden streams 
vade, for a few hours, army opp'res- stood knee-deep in the cool waiters at Horn tie tip of the lofty cross-
sion and carry a heart filled with de- the rivers edge, browsing on the crowned spire, to the base of the 
pression and home-sickness out for a brown flags or the blue flower of massive gray stone edifice beneath 
stroll in the country. And, as I 'struck the wild iris, or quenching their thirst ?nd corresponding roofs burst into 
out' down the cobblestone pavement in the refreshing stream. The lulling flaming red against an azure skyline, 
between rows of humble French tor.es of the distant angelus were White stone walls beneath, seeming-
homes, I am sure that my desires borne across the countryside, remind- ly v'ed with ore another in reflecting 
were in common with those of the the natives that it was once more^and scintalkting the new born light. 
Psalmist when he cried out, "Oh that time to begin a morning's task. As Even the well kepit grove yard, where 
I had the wings of a dove! for then if in exact obedience, a peasant, fol- slept tie village forefathers, took on 
would I fly away and be at peace, lowing his team, came over the crest a rew and brighter aspect. Nowcom-
Lo, then would I wander off and re- of the hill, and hitched to a solitary pletely bathed in a deluge of dancing 
main in the wilderness." plow. A pervasive hush lingered in sunlight, this hamlet, so very humble 
It was still very early, and most of the atmosphere; it was disturbed and quiet and peaceful resembled a 
the natives slept. Occasionally, how- only by the occasional reverbrant jewel, splendid. As I look in retro-
ever, my attention was drawn by the clarion of a farmyard fowl, the spec't to that morning, I am persuad-
clatter of wooden shoes upon the splash of a river trout, or by a frag- ed to wonder if even the alabaster 
pavement, to an 'early riser.' He was ment of the plowman's song. I was splendor of the ancient Taj Mahal 
on his way to serve 'General Vin deeply impressed by the picturesque would have excelled in beauty this 
Blanc.' .Presently I met a farmer charm of this valley, canopied! by bit of quaintness Argentre. 
journeying to town in his high two clear cerulean skies and' so enriched Westward and away lay a simple 
wheeled cart drawn by a horse, that by quietness. Then I wondered ifl the rural countryside The farms were 
reminded me more of dromedary than imaged Christ on the wooden cross at but mere fragments compared in size 
a horse. He courteously doffed his the roadside below, had stretched opt to ours, and the orchards few Hus-
hat and smiled a 'Bonjour Monsieur' His hand and said, "Peace be still", band and wife labored side by side 
at me, to which I replied, "the top o' or was it His sweet gentle spirit that in the small much-walled fields Their 
the morning to ye,"^mr understand- filled the valley with this strange, mode of cultivation being for more 
Yig was mutual, I suppose. When a- soothing quietitudfe and, indeed, madte intense and remunerative than ours, 
bout a half mile from town, I espied it the valley of contentment. The peasant homes appeared painful-
in the distance a pecul.ar Stone A mill-dam spanned the river's ly modest and simple, due no doubt 
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to circumstances beyond their im- ADDRESS DELIVERED AT didn't find the object of his search, 
mediate control. Away in the distance TAYLOR UNIVERSITY BY A certain man found him as he was 
with its spires silhouetted against the ur)N STTM1VFR HA ViVF<s coming into the field and1 said, "What 
horizon lay another pulsing center ^ seekest thou?" Joseph answered, "I 
of unassuming life—Levigny. MAY 2, V)2S seek my bretbernwhy did they 
How long I gazed upon these rest- want to kill him? He was a dreamer. 
fJul scenes, I do not know. But of this j am no,j. a preacher, but I do be- That is all they had against him. 
I was sure, that my previously ruffl- iieve in the Word of God. I believe There has not a single thing been ac-
ed and perturbed spirit was strangly ;n the fundamental truths of the complished in .this world that hasn't 
soothed, And, I descended from the Gospel of Jesus Christ. Back in the been started by a dreamer—dreams 
ruins to the road and proceeded back old Testament Scriptures you will that come to healthy, earnest boys, 
to the billets, convinced that army fjnd some Qf nbe m0st wonderful not at night only, but in the day time, 
life, although conspicuously mottled stories in the world. One of the if y°u please. Lincoln was a dream-
with special details, could be endur- g-rea.t stories of the Bible is about er. He was once a seventeen-year-old 
ed amid such surroundings Joseph, one of the sons of Jacob, boy with the ambition to be a man. 
As for my imaginary fortress; in Jacob worked seven years for Rachel Edison was a dreamer. Only a few 
the final analysis it dwindled down and then was deceived by Laban, her years ago he said he was going to 
to an antiquated lime kiln. However, father, for in those days a man was light the world1 with incandescent 
granted that ignorance is bliss, my not allowed to see his bride. Leah was lights. When he was a boy in school 
erstwhile blissful state was some- given to him instead, He did get to the teacher sent him home and said 
what modulated, when I learned that marry Rachel, however, but had to he was too dull to learn anything. 
my 'romantic illusion' marked the ex- work seven years longer for his His mother went to see the superin-
treme advance of the attacking German father-in-law. tendent and said; "He can learn, and 
hordtes of 1870. Had this ruin been No better thing can come to a be wi" learn, and you must keep 
empowered with speech, it would have woman than that she be a mother. bim in school." Edison says that if it 
depicted many a thrilling tale con- That is the way the Israelitish moth- bad not heen for his good mother 
cerning the scenes of violence and ers thought. Rachel wanted a those fellows would have proved that 
revelry among the 'Jerry' officers at child, but she was barren. This was he was too dull to learn anything. 
the roadside cafe across the river, the torment of her life. But after Cyrus Fields was a dreamer. He 
Happily, this allusion had no vital many years, in answer to prayer, dreamed that he could lay an At-
place amid the scenery which I have Joseph was born. Every mother loves lantic cable. A fellow once dreamed 
attempted to describe for you. her first child, and everyone born af- that he could build a "horse-less 
terwards, but Joseph was Jacob's carriage," and now that "horse-less 
THE PENNSYLVANIA special favorite and joy because he carriage" is competing with the rail-
AUXILIARY WaS a cbdd of his old age. They were road in carrying passengers and 
then living with the father-in-law, freight. What about the dreamers? 
t t  , 1 1  Laban, and when Joseph was about They start all things. The things we Have you ever watched a song ,, , , , u ,i. j - - , , „ . , seven years old they returned to have are the dreams of former davs. bird exhausted from beating long a- ,, . • , „ J , ,. T , , , ,, ., , , ,, . .  ,  , . ,  , .  . .  .  t h e i r  o w n  h o m e .  S o m e  y e a r s  l a t e r  t h e  J o s e p h s  b r o t h e r s  s a i d ,  B e h o l d !  t h i s  gainst a stiff breeze, light in a , , , . , , ,, TT , ,, , . ' , . , , . second boy was born whom they dreamer cometh. How many dream-sheltered nook and burst into tri- _ • i , i. u i. , „ ,, , called Benjamin, and the mother ers have been hailed the same way umphan't. song? More than one mem- , , , ,. , ,, , ,, , „ ,. . „ J ,  ,  ,  i  , ,  ,  .  . . . .  d i e d  a  s h o r t  t i m e  a f t e r  t h e  b o y  w a s  t h r o u g h  a l l  h i s t o r y ?  ber ot the Pennsylvania Auxiliary , . „ , , , ,, , _ 
felt like doing that very thing on the b0"\ a" P robab,lity she called Down in Kentucky a young fellow 
evening of Wednesday, April f°Seph. t0 her beC'3lde . and Sald' had the idea> like Lincoln. tha* he 
eignteenth. Some of those who are Ife,f 's y°« younger brother. Re- would "be good, but God knows 
to be active workers in Pennsylvania ™embe/.that a11 of when.'.' He heard of a school in the 
next summer were with us and our ? 18 yOUl; ??y.to your m°ther mountains of easte™ Tennessee and 
combined volume of trustful prayer t0 tak® Cal'e °f thlS b°y" be determined to go there. He collect-
rose swelled retreated, nnlv to rise Joseph was a torment to his broth- ed his few possessions and' traveled 
again like a' tide setting in toward ers" You remember about his having one hundred and fifty miles to the 
the shore. Pray God that there may a dream about the stars' and a11 tbe scboob Wben be met the President of 
be no undertow! stars bowed down to him; how his the college he told him his am-
God laid his hand upon us there baH-brcthers became angry and de- bition. "I haven't a cent-I want to 
and trials and discouragements be- termined to kill him. Joseph was work my way through." 
came worn-out garments which we tben seventeen years old. There is "you can't do it here," the presid-
left behind. His seal is upon our work one ambltlon ln every b°y alt tbat ent said "There is no place for you 
and may His blessing continually age that excells every other ambition +0 stay, arid there is nothing for you 
rest upon us. —tbat is to be a man" If you wil1 to do." 
Te Deum laudimus! find a seventeen-year-old that hasn't ffis heart was nearly broken But 
-F. A. Rowland '26. ?.at. ambi'"°" ^ bi.Sf makeuP' he cer" the president had a sister who said, tainly started in life at a discount, ,<We can take thfa boy an(J we wiU 
and1 it will hurt him all the days of , 1 u. „ mu j-j i w u 
The theory of work is to be lavish his life He wanted to be a man. He ® ,1™' 7 . ® . lm" ® 
of personal experience, to put a great wanted lto get into business. Jacob used his opportunity, and is now a 
deal of oneself into the thing which sent bim witb a few little tbings lto civil engineer in the employ of the 
we undertake, whatever we do.—Rev. bjs brothers who were taking care of English Government in South Africa 
D. W. Tucker. tbe flocks. He went to Shechem, he with asalary of $12,000 a year. 
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SENIOR DAY ADDRESS 
DR. JOHN PAUL 
APRIL 25,1923. 
Based on Isiah 32:1-5. 
alted the importance of the individua-
al at the head of the monarchy and 
certain ranking individuals at the 
head of various departments of the 
monarchy. It was because they were 
exalted alt the expense of the other 
fellows. The difference between 
Christian socialism, which is not so­
cialism at all in the meaning of that 
word today, but a democracy, or the 
difference between Christian democ­
racy and atheistic socialism is that 
atheistic socialism proposes to climb 
to every throne and pull down the 
king and put him on the level with 
the fellow at the bottom. Its tendency 
Stenograplhically reported. 
JJY I have net read this notable pass- js j-0 reduce every man who has any 
age this morning in order to discuss piosi'tion of power due to learning or 
the thoughts I have mentioned. I j0ji or goodness or wisdom or any-
have read it in honor of the senior thing else that may have given him 
class with a view to mentioning one his figurative throne, and' put him 
particular part of it as a kind of 0n a level with the fellow at the 
text of the hour, to enunciate one bottom. But Christian democracy pto-
"Behold a king shall reign in right- thought that 1 bave t0 give in this poses to take the man at the bottom, 
eousness." This is prophecy. It relates sl8n,f eant chapel service. That pass- lift him to the throne and let him sit 
to our day in its initial fulfillment 77 7™% 77 d°W" ^ the ki"g' °hristian de" 
and to future days in its final glori- "7 J®/" * ^ "f * 7h 7™ r mocracy has nothing against a king 
ous culmination. "Behold a king shall 7a He-nre! • J t  the tempest or any man>s throne. It rejoices in a. 
reign in righteousness and princes 7 J 77 tlno fV T "k® chievementsthat exalt 'humanity, that 
shall rule in judgment. And a man ' .J" . ! 7rPat rS in °i °Ut greatneSS' that give SCOpe .i n ii_ shadow of a great rock in a weary |-0 (-be talent of any man. It does not 
and (another figure)." Primarily pr0pose to pull him back, but it pro-
is a poses to get up the. e with him. It pro­
poses to pick up every scrub of a 
shall be as an hiding place from the 
wind, and a covert from the tempest; 
as rivers of water in a dry place; as 
the shadow of a great rock in a 
weary land. And the eyes of them 
that see shall not be dim.; and the program. for ig gaid in thj> New 
ears of them that hear shall hearken. Xestament; «As He 
fellow that it can get hold of and) 
all become kings and 
God." We have some 
that points to our Lord and 
prophecy of the Messiah, bult in its 
extendfed, meaning it applies to every 
the ™l„W7°.SeJ.if7 ^  C°_mfHted, and lift" him to the higher plane. As 
inspiration expresses it in Revelation 
The heart also of the rash shall un- thjg world » S ° a'6 W<3 aie 
derstand knowledge, and the tongue priests unto 
of the stammerers shall be ready to We w°uld ImPi]"ess uP°n y°u as a misguided reformers in this age of 
speak plainly. The vile person shall SS.and upon the audience this the worid' who seem to think we must 
be no more called liberal, nor the morning the importance of the indi- shoot at every man when he becomes 
churl said to be bountiful." That is vldual- A certain socialistic philoso- a shining mark. If he wins out, if 
a wonderful day. The latter part of p^'er recently said that men had1 an under the blessing of providence he 
it we have not yet reached, because aversion for ptersonal salvation. He earns a place of power, they as-' 
occasionally there are those who op- meant t0 imply that the human some that immediately they must go 
press the poor and then in turn get ml"d ab lts best was only ln sympathy to hammering on him. 
*  1  .  \xr i t~  n o nVfirrrom Hmf r/ml-onnJ .1 1 „ iw hpinp- with a pfogram that reckoned with to themselves a leputation for being , - I once wrote an editorial on m  u s  s z «     this not­
able poem, 
"If you see a big fellow ahead of 
the crowd, 
That is a 
part of the millennial condition that ^dividual. So far as he is correct in 
belongs to the millennium, and we ^at he is only restating a doctrine 
have not reached it nor have we e °ape " ind ilU 1the truth marching fearless 
reached the time when it is out of tbere 18 >" * illustrated in the life 
fashion to assign 1 the title of liberal of every truly awakened Christian 
, . . •]„ w„ „ lot of w"° "as the evangelistic and) mission-to a man that is vile. We ary spirit_ He never lives to himself lowing simple couplets to punctuate 
and proud'." 
Not having it aft hand I wrote the fol-
liberals today who are like our Lord's - - - -— mv article-
Pharisees, white on the outside but for himself. But personal salvation ? e" 
not white on the inside. Of course 18 an important thing, first of all be- A p00r 
God knows the vileness of a man who cat8e the™ can b* n° group^ salva- Q 
v , „ „ . . H- w_r(1 nnr} „ tion excepting as there can be per- ln ttle cracK 01 a ten ral1 tence' 
gidnst His will. Men call him liberal sonal salvation. The children of God And all the hogs passing, enroute to 
1 lrnou, a™ Wtor are the seeds of the kingdom, the he ted, because men do not know any Deleter. , 
But when we have reached that bet- Master 8ay8> and unless we exalt and Would bite him before they'd go 
ter day in which men shall learn their emphasize the importance of the in- hence. 
lessons from God instead from men dividual we can never get anywhere. 
the vile person shall be no more call- The difficulty with the old! mon- The taller the person in front of the 
ed liberal. archial system was not in that it ex- ranks, 
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The greater that life may have to be first among equals—primus inter girls, men and women: for they are 
grown, pares. I hope that our school will be only boys and girls grown up. We 
The quicker we mortals attack on the worthy of the strongest in all depart- have at Taylor University the two 
flank ments; but the very diay that we have greatest quantities that could be 
Of the one in adversity thrown. someone too big for anything in Tay- brought together to impiart greatness 
You have won out with a measure lor University we will help him into to an institution; we have men and 
of distinction, as college graduates; something bigger, and boost him. women who are the salt of the earth, 
and I want to call your attention to None of us will envy in the least if and the grand depositum of a gospel 
these things in order that you may one of these men or one of these which saves men from the uttermost 
have an incentive to keep stepping women in this senior class should be- to the uttermost. 
upward. "We the people of the United come President of the United States. 
States" did not write the Constitu- Normally, there are only two forms START FOR JESUS AND 
tion of the United States. It was of government. There are supposed to v rnTTWTP V 
written by a man with a dash under be three: monarchy, oligarchy and 11It A V If i\ L Y LUU1MKI 
the noun; and if we had not had in- democracy; but oligarchy is simply a 
dividuals big enough to write such a t -ansitional forum often akin to bol- There was a man who when his life 
document the United States would shevism and destined to climb into was °^d 
have been all scattered and broken monarchy or pass into a democracy. Gad strayed away from Jesus and 
today. The College of Bishops did not oligarchy is a group of men who G 1S fold. 
write the last Episcopal Address for are not big enough to be kings, who He once loved1 God and trusted in 
the General Conference; and no great are no(; willing for any one else to be Gis Worn, 
army of people wrote the Eighteenth king, and who at the same time are Gut strayed away as heedless as a 
Amendment. Everything is built a- p)0 haughty to come down on a level . bird, 
round a man or woman, an individual; and give the whole bunch an equal 
and the object of the Master is to chance. God wants men. The world iofidel he boldly claimed to he, 
exalt the importance of the individu- needs men. Every great institution, And said no truth in Scripture he 
al, not with a kind of haughtiness every great movement has a man or could see. 
that fails to wish success to the oth- woman or men or women as symbols He said that much of Scripture was 
er fellow, that wants to get into some- ar0und' which it must build!; and untruth-
thing good and keep everybody else many movements are waiting for Gut that was in old' aSe> and not in 
out. "We should1 have little time for ieadership which seem to be unprovi- youth, 
the individual who is afraid some- dential and failing movements, where-
body else will become his equal. ^ ap in tjje world that they need is Gis wife is happy now to hear him say 
whose egotism leads him to interfere a personnei to come into the situation That he will live for Jesus and obey, 
with the other fellow's growth lest and m£m H or woman it. The world is For once again he loves the blessed 
some one. should! outshine him. We re- in needl 0f men. The higher criticism of Word, 
cen'tly 1 earu a man comparing two educa;tjon has undtertaken to annihil- And lives for Christ, whose gentle 
great captains of industry. One of ate Qne of the felicitous definitions voice he heard, 
them is a bidder of men, the other of a university; namely, that a uni-
is a monarch and a tyrant, who if he versity was when Mark Hopkins sat With Jesus we'll be happy on the way 
finds any fe'low in his organization ciown on one en(j of a log and I sat To Heaven, that is brighter far than 
about to shire as bright as he does, on tbe. other end and Mark Hopkins dayi 
at once kicks him over the fence and talked to me and permitted me to Where we shall have no sorrow, grief 
h i s him so hard that it world be dif- tglk tQ ]lim> We are now required to °r paiu. 
iic It for him ever to come again. The admit the increasing importance of And live with Christ throughout an 
former creates around him an at- observatories, laboratories, athletic endless reign. 
i„o:p ere good to grow in, so that an(j mPSsive piles of archi-
his associates and employees fre- 'Lecture. While these things are im- Though every feeble body turns to 
qrently become too big for his or- p01.tant the biggest thing about any dust, 
ganization and his organization has unjversity is the Mark Hopkins and The saints will live with Jesus and 
to swarm once in a while. He was a tj,e fellows that it has on the other 'the just. 
great railioad' magnate. He was once erKj Df the log. And the trouble today Forever in His city we shall be 
beard to say to one of his officials jn tbe educational world, and the Rejoicing in the One who made us 
when an employee was about to pass reason we are going to the bad in Gee. 
out to a bigger job, "If we can raise certajn quarters and do not know it, Mr. George Larmore for 35 years 
men big enough to become heads of jg that the Mark Hopkins and his an infidel, now converted at the age 
otler great movements of the country cbum proposition looks infinitesimal of 87. He had written over 200 articles 
and can keep their love and their cornpared to the bigness of the in- on infidelity and kindred themes, 
good will we will be doing a great stitution, and men are worshiping His faith in Jesus the Christ is 
thing foi mankind and we will at the lliagni:tude today—magnitude in brick growing day by day and he is now 
same time he strengthening ourselves and mortar, silver and; gold and glit- trying to win to the Saviour many 
because of the prominent friends we te<r and p.ara{je, instead of attaching whom he helped to drive away, 
will have in the world.' proper importance to the individual He was converted during the re-
Now, we are trying to feel that way man. The biggest thing that they have vival recently held at the Home Park 
in Taylor University. To illustrate, it on the campus of any great instits- M. E. Church, Marion, Indiana. 
is understood in our faculty that the tion they also have on the school 
very highest honor I could crave, if grounds of the little red school house The fellow who is always preparing 
I have a right to claim it at all, is back in the woods—boys and for the worst seldom gets the best. 
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I HE REAL NEED IN CHINA Chinese New Year is the d'ay when we ^or hhe translation of Devil" 
all the Chinese— men, women, boys, or Satan is Mo Gway . He seems 
Tzechow, Szechwan, West China, and girls—put on the gladdest rags '° '-e a  iea ' character to the Chinese 
Feb. 16 1923. they have and go out to make calls. Christians so that even the little child'-
D p • , All debts are supposed to be collect- ren seldom p-ray without asking to be 
, etj before the New Year and then the kept from the Mo Gway , given 
We are having our holiday vaca- day before> or  perhape two or three strength to overcome the temptations 
Hon now so I am hoping to get caught dayg before> eac,h famjly hag a  feast j  of the "Mo Gway" etc. I often wish 
up with my correspondence. Today ^ inyi ted guestg if  they can af_ that Christ and His love and His 
is Chinese New Year. This is the f()rd ;t_ N() man ig supposed to go ot t t  strength might be just as real to 
greatest holiday in China, and is the tQ col]ect  any debt  af ter  the feagt  jg them as the devil and his temptations, 
day that governs our holiday vaca- held ag the feagt  geryeg tQ thg CQm_ j think, too, that it might be a gooct 
tion. As it is unusually late this year, m ag an announcement of  the thing for Americans if they had a 
it made our first term very long. We fact  that  he ,hag col lected al l  that  he little more of the realization that the 
closed for our holiday only last week. exj>ectg fQ hej. jn  thjg year  pQr Chinese have of the dtevil on their 
I think I was never so glad to see thjg ^ feagt  ,g 80metimes trail. 
a vacation drawing near, as it seem- not heid) until about midnight on New With this superstitious report a-
ed' that all of us, teachers, p,upils, and year's eve, but it is never held on broad in connection with this particu-
missionaries alike needed a breathing fche Ngw Y 'ear  I t  jg nQt a  day for iar  day, we did not look for any call-
spell. We have not planned to play feast j  but  rather  a  day for  self_ ers today unless it be some of our 
very long, however. Beginning with denia]  They gat  nQ meab and nothing church people, but while we have not 
next Wednesday, we have planned wjth oj l  jn j t  that  But  the dD had as many as usual, still there have 
for a teachers institute and evangel- ^ been ^ custom bee„ hundreds here today to "By 
Utic service. We plan to have all of tQ ^ ^  here Qn ^ d&y tQ <lBy Nein". These with the people we have 
the teachers and Bible women of the ^ ^  t  cal l  i t_ Literal ly t rans. been receiving into the compound as 
district here. The day program is full * "Worship the vear" refuges, have given us a lively day. 
of things that we hope will help them ' ' Fiahtinv has not vet hevun but the . . , , but it seems to mean to them about r l8nc, g nf»s not yet Degun, Out the 
in a professional way, and the even- "Happy New Year" Sate through which we pass to enter 
ings are to be given oyer to evangel- Many timis we have serv- ci ty is  We still hope that 
istic services We feel that our work- ^ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^  the bat t le  may not  wage around here> 
ers so greatly need such a meeting th  . h } rQom but we have become accustomed to 
that we are willing to use our holi- s  , tbaf nf tHrur anri ;,,ct tnko it 
dav season in this wav At the ores- we have ln the sch°o1 building and . M ,,S J , aay season in mis way. .ru xne pres , , ,, as it comes. ails never go out for 
ent time, however, the outlook for a "ur 1 e women preach to them a few days around Chinese New Year 
such a meeting is not very bright. in  ,e  a>s- and with tbe st£ | te  of  unregt  (hat  now 
A few clays ago, the chief military We expected no visitors today for preVails, I am not sure when my let-
lear'ter in the city came out and ask- two reasons. In the iirst place, we ters  wil l  s tar t  ()n thejr  journey(  but 
ed if his wife and daughter might thought the rumor of battle would x am loping to  have a  few ready when 
find refuge here in case of fighting, keep them at home, and in the sec- pbaj. tjme comes 
He said the citv thirty miles below us ond1 place, we thought they would be Monday Feb. 18. 
had been taken by the enemy and he kept at home on this particular New i t  may be you wouid ijbe to  bear  
did not know whether the army Year's Day by superstition. It has a li t lje about our little skirmish here, 
would move on up this way or go been rumored arouncj here for some Saturday p. m. one small company ap-
off toward the salt wells, but he time that the New Year this year reared but  not  being able t0 enter  the 
would like to have a place provided came on an unlucky day and that the cdVj moved' off to some hills across 
for his family in case there should be "Gway" would get all those who bbe rjver fr0m the city Saturday 
trouble here. This morning before went calling on this day, and there- night, another company appeared and 
breakfast the word came that they foie their New Year's calls must be wb:b their lighted lanterns made 
would be here today. It seems that made on the second or third of the quite a spectacle as they lined! up be-
the army had moved off to the salt month. "Gway" translated into Eng- tween our gate and the city gate 
wells first and having been victori- lish, is "devil", but it carries lor through which we enter the city. Not 
ous there, were now headed that way. them a different content than it being able to get. in, they marched 
About ten o'clock this morning, the does for us, 1 think, as "gways"seem around the city wall seeking entrance 
refugees began to gather in our com- to play such a large part in the life at another gate. It reminded us of 
pound. The number keplt increasing of the Chinese. Even the little child- Joshua and his band, though the 
and increasing until tonight we are ren are afraid of the "gway" and reasons for entrance were quite dif-
housing in our compound about forty grown ups who say that they do not ferent. I have never been able to 
of 1he general's family and friends, believe in them will still admit that fjnd out just what is to be gained or 
Ho ' ns rt 'e st th oe wives here. tl ey are afraid of them. The word p st in ti is battle. 
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On Sunday morning, about seven o'­
clock, the firing began. I was not yet 
up. Knowing that the city gates were 
closed and we could not go in to 
church, I thought I would grasp the 
opportunity to be lazy. But when the 
bullets began to fall in our com-
pound( and especially since my bed­
room was on the side of the house 
from which they were coming, one 
of my teachers came up and begged 
me to go to a place of greater safety. 
It did not seem like much of a battle 
though the firing continued at inter­
vals for about three hours. A com­
pany of soldiers then marched to our 
front gate, and about a dozen of 
them wanted to come in and search 
for fire-arms, ammunition or money. 
We finally got them to reduce the 
number to three. These three were 
quite gentlemanly as they glanced a-
round our premises and went through 
the school in which the refugees were 
stored. Then they all moved away and 
all has been quiet since. But the 
prospects are still not very bright for 
our meeting this week. 
We always try to grasp the op­
portunity that comes our way by the 
coming of these people into our com­
pound, and so we conduct a little 
service daily for them. While they 
are not very open to the gospel, still 
we hope that a few of the seed 
sown may bear fruit in their lives. 
What you say in your letter about 
the church failing to properly bal­
ance educational work and. evangel­
ism, is no doubt, more or less true 
of almost every missionary organiza­
tion, I suppose. I know it is a hard 
m:i ter to nandle. A great deal of our 
work must be along educational lines. 
\, e feel that we as missionaries can 
leach such a small percent of the 
people and if they are ever to be 
reached, it mi st be c'pne through 
leaders among their own people, so 
it seems that a large part of our 
work is the training of leaders. It is 
a common expression on the mission 
field that all of our work is evangel­
istic, and we do try to make it evan­
gelistic. It is true that our greatest 
opportunities for reaching the people 
come throi gh our schools and hos­
pitals. But. it seems to me that the 
danger in our work is tbe failure to 
emphasize personal salvation, I feel 
that the spirit of a social gospel is 
rapidly spreading to the mission fieldl 
Our young men who are sent to the 
colleges in America from our mis­
sion schools here and who come back 
to be the spiritual leaders in our 
churches, seem to me to have quite 
a fine social program which they 
hope to carry out for the betterment 
of social conditions, but the real 
spiritual note seems lacking. I know 
it is hard to keep the spiritual note 
sounding clear and strong in the 
motet of the darkness and subtle 
temptations that seem so often almost 
overwhelming, and there is so much 
that needs to be done for the social 
and intellectual uplift of the people 
that it is easy to neglect the best for 
the good, 
I do not know whether all mission­
aries who return to the field, a second 
time feel about the work as I do or 
not. But I am very conscious of the 
fact that we are in New China, and 
it seems to me that problems, on the 
whole, are much harder to solve, and 
conditions much harder to meet, than 
tbey were during my first term of 
service. But while problems increase 
and conditions change, our strength 
and help come irom the same un­
changeable Source. 
I am always glad for a word from 
Taylor. I am praying that the light 
may shine more brightly for her one 
of these days until all of the clouds 
are rolled away. I received a letter 
recently from Mrs. Hockman saying 
that in looking for the kind of a 
school in which to put their children 
when they go home on furlough, they 
had about decided upon Taylor. You 
will remember Mr. and Mrs. Hockman 
by their missionary addresses at Tay­
lor the year before I came out. They 
are stationed at Luchow, West China. 
With kind regards to all of the 
Ayres family and any associated 
with you who may remember me, I 
am 
Very sincerely yours, 
Ethel Householder. 
COMMENCEMENT AT 
TAYLOR UNIVERSITY 
(Continued from page 3.) 
ham of South America has been in­
vited to deliver the address. The 
prize contests and .other events of in­
terest will come early in the week, 
and the commencement features will 
merge, the latter part of the week, 
into tbe conference elsewhere an­
nounced. 
The Upland Conference 
Intertwined with the commence­
ment season at Taylor University this 
year—June 17 to 24—will be a new 
movement known as the Upland Con­
ference on Christian Experience and 
World Evangelism. It is understood 
that a school of prayer will be con­
ducted by that well known Welsh 
evangelist, John Thomas. Among the 
names mentioned for the program 
are: Bishop W. F. Oldham; Dr. W. G. 
Nixon; Dr. E. C. Wareing, of the 
Western Christian Advocate; Rev. 
Thomas Clark Henderson, of the 
Christian Witness; Dr. I. M. Hargett; 
Mrs. Iva Durham Vennard; of the 
Chicago Evangelistic Institute; the 
two campmeeting evangelists, John 
and Joseph Owen; Rev. G. F. Oliver, 
of Ohio; Rev. George J. Kunz; and 
Rev. Oswald J. Smith, the Presbyter­
ian minister who is now the pastor 
of the Christian Alliance tabernacle 
in Toronto, whose evangelism there 
has borne such marks of succe*-
Many other distinguished visitors 
will be present and have part in the 
program. Taylor University will put 
on a missionary pageant and enter­
tainment. The university chapel will 
he used, and the beautiful park-like 
campus will be fitted up with plat­
form and lights. Evangelists, pastors, 
missionaries, and aggressive Christi­
an men and women of the ranks will 
be present from many states. Besides 
the music program by Taylor Uni­
versity talent, Miss Ruth Harris, 
director of voice training in Central 
Holiness University, will conduct 
some evangelistic singing. Entertain­
ment may be engaged at very nomin­
al cost. 
MOTHER MINE 
I love each furrow in thy face, 
The silver in thy hair; 
There's naught but beauty I can trace, 
There's naught that's half so fair. 
The love shines out from those dear 
eyes, 
How well I know the sign 
Of kindness, sweetness—all that's 
good— 
Dear mother—mot he r mine! 
You nursed me through my infant 
years, 
You loved me as a child; 
You shared with me my hopes and 
fears 
With counsel good and mild. 
And when my erring footsteps stray­
ed, 
How sad that heart of thine! 
You loved me better than before, 
Dear mother—mother mine! 
And now when those dear eyes grow 
dim, 
And pain clouds that dear face, 
The love that you still have for him, 
Who ofttimes fell from grace, 
Will yet bear fruit a hundredfold 
In love, dear heart, like thine, 
More precious far than virgin gold. 
Dear mother—mother mine! 
—R. J. A. 
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property of our school is something 
ilhat not a few of us can plead quilty. 
It is a shame to make such a con­
fession but, nevertheless, it is true. 
It is no honor to an institution or to 
the individual who writes or carves 
his or her initials or name on the 
seats, desks, or walls of his school. It 
is rather a disgrace and our estima­
tion of such an individual is always 
lowered when we know he or she is 
guilty. Shame on the person who 
throws papers, orange or banana peel­
ings Or other refuse on our campus 
when there are receptacles provided 
for this purpose. 
These are only a few of the many 
ways wherein one may be guilty of 
trespass and some may think that 
these are only small things but it is 
these little things that determine our 
characted. If we would: love our 
school as our own life and desire to 
protect her life, interests and proper­
ty, let us be careful in these little 
things that in the end count so large­
ly in the moulding of our lives. 
LOVE FOR ONE'S SCHOOL 
Most every young person in the 
colleges and universities of our land 
is in the particular school which he 
is attending because he wants to be 
there. Most of us who are in Taylor 
are here because we want to be here. 
Since most of us are in the school 
of our choice, then to a large degree 
we can call it our school. Especially 
is this so if we receive a diploma or 
degree from the institution. More 
fully is this true in the case of our 
own school since the alumni of Tay­
lor have the power to elect her 
trustees. Thus if we have a school 
in the land which we can call our 
school, we believe we ought to pro­
tect the life, interest and property of 
it just as we would protect 
our own life, interest and property. 
Every school has its spii-it or life. 
Some are factional and tend towards 
selfishness and others are congenial 
and tend towards friendliness, possess­
ing often, a peculiar spirit which 
seems to grip a person tenaciously. 
Once we dwell under the portals of 
such an institution long enough to 
inbibe its spirit we have a love for 
that school that will cause us to 
stand by its principles and customs 
to the very end. We will do our 
best to protect the life of our school 
from being strangled by any scholas­
tic competitor. When we get out into 
the surging masses of humanity, if we 
are true to the life and; teaching of 
our school, we shall be a living testi­
mony and people will see the very 
life of our school in us. This influ­
ence may be either consciously or un­
consciously manifested. As an ex­
ample of this we may cite a friend of-
our school who was recently in a 
nearby town and desired to reach Up­
land the best and quickest way. While 
passing down the street this friend 
saw a young man who was thought 
to be a student at Taylor. The friend 
was about to ask the young man the 
desired information when he pulled' 
a cigarette from his pocket and lit 
it. At once our friend remarked that 
that young man was not from Taylor. 
Again if the interests ot our school 
are at stake we will offer our entire 
resources to defend that which stands 
for the right. However, it is pos­
sible to become so attached' to 
an institution that one may uphold 
things that are not altogether right. 
The lack of protection of the 
THE MONK OF CLAIRVAUX 
What I would be and am not startles 
me. 
What people think and know not 
that I am 
Will haunt my soul through all 
eternity. 
"He prays," they say, "or visions at 
his shrine 
Some mighty thought of God and 
Love Divine." 
But gare of mine is not upon the King 
A hectic hope is eating at the soul, 
My eye is fixed upon an earthly 
thing. 
With creeds I flay the carnal to the 
quick 
And damn by word of mouth the 
1 e: i'tic. 
But who am I to fling the cynic's ban, 
My sin assails the nostrils of my God 
And bows my hear before the eye of 
man. 
I am not good! Don't make me so, I 
pray, 
For that, I needs must tread another 
way. 
To strive, to toil, to seek and yet 
not gain 
Ah, there's the bludgeoning that tries 
the soul 
And fills each moment with a surge 
of piain. 
It is not gold I seek, nor robe and 
hood 
My only hope, to be what God calls 
good. 
—Barton Rees Pogue. 
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CHRONICLES 
April 20—Arbor Day. Students and 
faculty alike help to beautify our 
campus. The Thalos give a program 
in the evening. 
April 21—The tennis courts are in 
action. The Eurekas challenge the 
Eulogonians to a base ball game, 
which they accept and win out with 
a score of 12 to 7. 
April 22—The beginning of our 
week of Prayer. 
April 23—Those that go to Indian­
apolis get in between four and five 
a. m. Do we wonder why everything 
is so dull. 
April 24—Mr. Russel is up to his 
old job, photography. 
April 25—Senior Day. They hurri­
ed down the aisle so fast that Johnnie 
said, "I came down the aisle so 
fast I got a jolt when I slowed down 
to go around the corner." 
April 26—At the Dining Hall the 
Seniors find their chairs tied togeth­
er, string in the bread and capisicum 
in the water. Who is guilty? "Sam", 
the Methodist speaks in the evening. 
April 27—No Society on account of 
the special week of prayer. A party 
in the dining hall and also one a't 
Wing's in honor of Lucy Larrison's 
birthday. 
Aptril 28—Several play tennis in 
spite of the fact that it rained last 
evening. There is another base ball 
game betwen the Eurekas and' Eu-
logs, but no winner this time as the 
score was a tie. 
April 29—The boys and girls seem 
to enjov the porch furniture on Swal­
low Robin porch. 
April 30—Commencement Exercises 
of the Upland School. Several couples 
go down but we wonder if iit was to 
enjoy the exercises or the wonderful 
moon. 
May 1—We change tables in the 
dining hall. Pennsylvania students' 
picture is retaken. "Look decent this 
time." 
May 2—Bishop Taylor Contest. The 
Honorable Sumner Haynes speaks just 
before the Contest. An escapade on 
the rear porch, third floor Swallow 
Robin disturbs those sleeping at the 
Abbey Dorm. 
May 3—Rev. Charles Shoemaker 
delivers a helpful message in chapel. 
ALUMNI AND FORMER 
STUDENTS 
The Rev. Orville French '22 and 
wife, (Aileen Kendrick,) are assisting 
Mr. French's father in a series of 
revival meetings. 
Harold To'tman is attending high 
school at Rice Lake, Wisconsin. 
Miss Gilberta Wray is teaching 
English and Public Speaking in the 
Marion high school, Marion, Indiana. 
The Rev. Chester McKean and wife 
(Anna Bos) are now located at Tra­
verse City, Michigan. Mr. McKean is 
pastor of the Friends church in that 
place. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Browning and 
children spent a few days last week 
with Mrs. Browning's mother, Mrs. 
Culla Vayhinger. They left the later 
pant of the week for Logan, West 
Virginia where Mr. Browning has ac­
cepted a position in a bank. 
Mr. and Mrs. Mearle Raymond of 
Flint, Michigan visited friends on 
the campus last Friday. They were 
called to Upland on account of the 
death of Mrs. Raymond's mother, Mrs. 
Pugh. 
Lillian Coffin is attending high 
school in Detroit, Michigan. 
The Rev. Ralph S. Smith writes: "I 
am now preaching at Jacksonville, 
New York. This is my third year on 
the Jacksonville charge. I am assist­
ed in my labors by a faithful wife 
and two fire boys." 
The following was taken from a 
letter from R. I. Stone '14 to Dean 
Ayres. "I was glad to receive your 
letter which came to me at Garrett 
this week. Miss Ethel Mabuce and 
Charles Blooah are also here and we 
often talk about Taylor. 
The years intervening since leaving 
there have been full of varied ex­
periences. As you know, I was out in 
Montana for five years, that last 
Home Mission Frontier of America. 
We enjoyed our work there but they 
were the worst five years Montana 
ever had on account of the drouth. 
Two years ago next September I 
came back in order to take some work 
at Garretlt and have been stationed 
at Clifton, Illinois, ever since, I ex­
pect to receive by B. D. degree June 
6th." 
Evangelist Leo. M. Johnson of the 
Philadelphia Conference writes: 
"Within the last six months the Lord 
has permitted us to see something like 
five hundred souls converted and 
scores sanctified. During the month 
of January we were with Bro. Homer 
Kirk of Wheelersbury, Ohio. It was 
a great time of recalling old days of 
T. U. to mind. Four young women 
converted in our meeting there are 
expecting to enter Taylor this fall. 
I have been serving churches in 
the Philadelphia Conference for sev­
eral years, and recently at our an­
nual conference I was elected con­
ference evangelist." 
Stuart M. Stoke '16 is married and 
is living at Hillsburrough, New Jer­
sey. Mr. Stoke is principal of the 
Hillsburrough High School. 
I believe that all who truly desire 
and seek it may love God with all 
their heart and soul, mind and 
Strength, and their neighbors as them­
selves—this is entire sanctification.— 
Bishop Vincent. 
The World Admires a Man With Pep 
Our 
printing 
advertises 
your 
pep. 
If you use modern stationery 
you are known as a person with 
modern ideas and achievements. 
You are credited with being full 
of pep. 
Pep never holds a person hack. 
It pushes and shoves and works 
its way to the front. 
Yeater Publishing- Co. 
Phone 1061 Upland, Ind. 
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March 32, 1950. Mr. Taker was the 
judge and Mr. Groth the attorney 
for the state. The attorney for the 
defense was Mr. Trafton. The star 
witnesses were, Mr. Holterman, for 
the defense, and' Mr. Beane, and Mr. 
Morrison for the State. 
It was asserted that Mr. Cook had 
been acting queer, and had even been 
saving string for making a rope lad­
der. He was accused of trying to 
make his escape with Miss Canary of 
the third floor in the Bird House, on 
The librarv on Safurdav evenimr m , , T , , • a night when he was far away in 
A  •> , y g' Tahas, db you realize that during th rt f tb countrv Much April twenty-first, was the scene of the ,ast two weeks two debates have ' ^ 
an enthusiastic meeting of the Eulogs. been scheduled and ,,iven in our 
iwenty-five of the most active mem- ol . 0  R P ,  „ _ A ^ I  E I ™,* 
bers met to discuss an imimrtant sub- ' April twenty-first, bave much weight with the jury, who bers met to discuss an important sub was a >repared) affair," the affirma- declared that he was gU]lty. He was 
Pres MacLaughlin nresided. Mr tiV6 debaters' Misses Smith and Gailer sentenced by the judge to a term of 
Bowe acted as chaplain Business hav- supporting wlth clear"cut proof their Qn bundred years of married life. statement "That Public Speaking Qn April ^ the club met for a 
EULOGONIANS SOANGETAHA 
more proof was brought up to show 
that he was innocent, but this did not 
ing been transacted with promptness, sh(juld be uired 
four active Eulogs argued the 
question, Resolved, That Taylor Uni­
versity should conduct a summer 
argued in like manner. The judges a-
wa 
E. W. Pilgrim as critic gave some 
pertinent and timely remarks. 
In accordance with the wishes of 
in every high prayer meeting in keeping with the 
school curriculum." The negative services of t,he week, 
team, Misses Taylor and Larson, also 
school. The affrimative team, Messrs gav«c™vi™ arguments and when VOLUNTEER BAND 
, the last negative speaker had taken 
Rexford Smith and Gale Postum argued u . ,u n. , . . _ A , , . ber seat the result was yet uncertain. On April 16th the Band expected; to 
in a forceful manner. The negative nn. u 1 u ~ , e n , . ,, ^ . ,, T P o .fu Tlle rebuttals, however, swung the hear a message from Mr. Diaz, but team, lviessrs. a aui anci J. u. J^mitn. , . ,1 « , , , _ , . rpi • 1 balances in the favor of the aifirma- owing to his absence, after a season ir I  u ^ . , ,, , . . . .. five as was proved by the decision of of prayer, Mr. Bonner read a Scnp-v rded the decision to the negative. ,, . , , , . w _ ^ the jucfges. tture lesson from John 10, comment-
On April twenty-eighth, an enter- jng briefly upon verse 16. His 
taining extemporaneous debate was principle thought was that this 
enjoyed. The question was "Resolved: verse should furnish a motive for out-
the president, the Eulogonians met in Jhf the aXe,haS. bee" . % !reat6r going missionaries, 
a session devoted to prayer and ^velopment of crtnbza- Mr. Bowe then spoke on The Per-
praise. Chaplain, John Link,'read the t,0n ^ „ h . ^ ^  of the Missionary- Quoting 
nineteenth Psalm and led in prayer. lng ^,SS.eS ^ausherty Clench, Losie from Andrew Murray, a missionary 
Then the meeting was given over and Jayl°r' ,th<? W° wbo 'abored in South Africa, he sa.d 
to Mr. Kenrick. He read and! talked l"g fthe ® e tHat' seventylive per cent of the m,S" 
on the second chapter of Acts. Then n«*"Jlve- Af*er th*. declwon ,n fav°r sionaries who go to the field are fail-
the club went to prayer again and °f ,the ™^e, the club went into ures. He exhorted us to "do all things 
they had a wonderful time with the parllamentary drill. without murmurings and disputings" 
Ij0rd We are still intending this term to and t0 bave victorv jn our lives first. 
be an even more brilliant gem in our He said tbe heabhen can tell whether 
list of the years achievements that or nof. ^be missionary has victory, 
the preceding ones have been. Ready, There is no excuse for any Christian 
Soangetahas, maich! g0 without his devotions. He must 
F. A. Rowland 26. pray and get a message from God's 
Word to his own soul first. Then and 
only then can he do efficiant service. 
Mr. Bowe then gave opportunity to 
C. T. G. '26. 
MNANKA 
EUREKA 
On April 21 the question, Resolved: 
That Elijah was a greater man than 
Moses, was debated. This was one of 
the most interesting debates of the The club met as usual on April 21. any who desired to ask questions re-
year, and was thoroughly enjoyed. was found necessary to change garding the work. It was a profitable 
Misses Elsie Keller and Louise Smith the ciub into a court, scene for the hour, even though the speaker whom 
contested for Elijah while Misses trial of one of its members, Mr. Cook, we expected was not present. 
Ethel Buffington and Tressie Johnson who was accused' of trying to steal a On April 23 the Band did not meet 
attempted to show that Moses was Miss Canary from the Bird House on owing to the fact that there was a 
as great as Elijah. The decision, the 
entire club acting as judges, was in 
favor of the affirmative. 
During the week of prayer, the 
business meeting was held on Friday 
evening and the regular Saturday 
night meeting was adjourned to a 
prayer and' praise service. 
M. B. K. 
! Have Your Eyes Examined the Scientific Way 
And You'll Realize Real Eyes 
DR. M. C. KENNEDY, BOSTON STORE, MARION, IND. 
Kennedy Eye Service Satisfies 
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general gathering of the students in 
the religious service at the chapel at 
that hour. —Otto W. Michel '24. 
COSMOPOLITAN CLUB 
As was promised in the last Echo 
we present something, new in this is­
sue concerning our club. 
Sometime ago our club met and de­
cided 'to have club colors and', a club 
motto. There were many suggestions 
from individual members and1 finally 
we came to the conclusion that our 
motto shall be "One in God," which 
is to say, that we are from many lands 
but in Unity, we are brothers and sis­
ters. Then we collected; all the em­
blems of the countries which our 
different members represent and com­
bined all the colors, five in all—red, 
white, blue, yellow and black. You 
will see our penant in the future. 
The name of our club is very sig­
nificant. Webster says Cosmopolitan 
means, "belong to all the world, with­
out local or national attachments or 
prejudice," but here is our definition 
of the Cosmopolitan Club: 
C—Christ 
O—our 
S—Savior, 
M—Maker 
G—of 
P—Phenomena 
0—our 
L—Lord 
1—incomparable leader 
T—to 
A—all 
N—nations. 
C—Christ 
L—loves 
U—ts 
B—best 
C"n Monday noon (April 30, 1923) 
Piesident Chang called a special ses­
sion. The following business was 
transacted: 
1. Picnic, in the honor of Mr. Chang 
an.di Mr. Kurumada, who are not ex­
pecting to come back next year, on 
tl e coming Saturday afternoon. 
2. Mr. William J. Rhee elected as 
Athlelic manager who will challenge 
or arrange the tennis games and etc. 
with various organizations of Taylor 
University. 
3. Committee of three elected to 
confer and arrange a Sunday after­
noon service with Dr. Paul for the 
Cosmopolitan Club missionary meet­
ing. 
There will be another new feature 
concerning our club in next issue of 
the Echo. —Y—H—C. 
HURRAH! HURRAH! 
CARTER'S COME TO TOWN! The store for all the people. Dry 
Goods, Ladies' Ready-to-wear, Shoes and Men's Furnishings. 
200-202 C A R T E R  FORMERLY 
The Price Cutter HENRY BLAKES 
WEST MAIN ST. Hartford City, Indiana STORE 
LONG'S 
'Always" A Superior Grade. 
OFFICE 120 W. 3rd ST. 
CLEANERS 
DYERS 
Send Orders by Parcel Post. 
MARION, IND. 
Toilet Sundries 
Stationery 
Sporting Goods 
Physician's Supplies 
The Pioneer Drug1 Store 
The Stare 
Upland, Indiana 
Kodaks 
Books 
Paints 
Wall Paper 
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS and SHOES 
FOR MEN AND BOYS 
CRONIN & CHALFANT 
The Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students 
'Red" and "John" 
Hayden-Lieber Company 
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS 
Hartford City, Indiana. 
We appieciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who 
crade here a lull measure of value for their money. 
Always 
something of 
interest 
at tne big 
Weiler 
Stores 
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN 
TO TAYLOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
Largest 
Distributors 
of quality 
merchandise 
in eastern 
Indiana 
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HOLINESS LEAGUE 
ATHLETIC REPORT 
ing of which will be disasterous to 
many if not every heart. Let us not 
"Seek ye the Lord while He may be be shallow enthusiasts over a partial 
found." victory (though we praise God for 
Friday evening April 23rd, Holiness every blessing) taking a sparkling 
League convened. The service was wave f°r the tide, or a chip for the 
opened with the singing of several diamond, or a cascade for a Niagara 
favorite full-salvation songs. After when Jesus died to provide, and is 
the song service, requests for pray- now pleading to give us the best of 
er were received and1 a refreshing heaven s resources of love and pow-
season of prayer followed. Misses er' Ask largely. Prove me and see 
Cline and Knaub sang a duet, "I R ^ no't P'°ur you out the uncon-
Know—I Surely Know." This special tainable blessing , which blessing is 
number was accompanied by fervent Christ. 
praises, which even indeed testifies A special week of prayer has shown 
to the veracity of the title. us our need in a new way and has 
Dr. M. Vayhinger brought us a added a new impetus to prayer. It 
splendid gospel message. His text gave to many a burden and was a 
was chosen from Ephesians 5:25-27. week of real progress. The Prayer 
His theme was that of love; the love Band was suspended. Reader, can God 
of Christ for man and vice versa, depend upon you? Let us allow Him 
and the love of men, one for the to make us trustworthy, 
other, when they have been made —H. E. K. 
"without spot or blemish" through the 
cleansing of His blood and the in­
filling of the Holy Spirit. Dr. 
Vayhinger also stated that while there 
is no particular merit in the wood of 
which the mourners bench is con­
structed yet, it is a pretty good place — 
at which to find the Lord and a "I hereby challenge the Eulogonian 
solution for your sin problem. Debating Club to a base ball game to 
Our good friend Mrs. Deitimore, be played this afternoon," announced 
offered the concluding prayer. The "Plunk" Cook the Eureka base ball 
Holy Spirit we are sure had com- manager. 
plete charge of this blessed service. "I accept the challenge," retorted 
G. J. S.„ C. '25. McLaughlin the president of the 
challenged club. 
TARRY UNTIL Thus the affray was started. And, 
Prayer Band at two o'clock, Saturday afternoon, 
.— April twenty-first, two highly excited 
God's spiritual forces move slowly teams assembled on the ball ground 
but surely. This is occasioned' by the Uay the first game of the season, 
lamentable inertia of the people He Needless to say 'the "fellows" were 
has to work with. Consequently, to not in good playing trim but the game 
the eager hearts who are waiting for was a surprise in spite of the fact, 
the report of our progress towards We were all anxious to see the new 
the revival proclaimed in the last "fellows" play and were not disap-
issue, we are forced to say that "the pointed.. The Eurekan team was corn-
day of Pentecost has not yet fully posed of nearly all new fellows and 
come." But hold! All fears are allayed therefore lacked! the organization of 
and every hopeless thought banished a more practiced team. Their opr 
when it is known that never during ponents, though they had no pitcher 
the year has there been such a to speak of did some excellent fieldL 
fervent and agonizing spirit of pray- ing and: their efforts in this line told 
er for an out-pouring of the Holy hard on the Eurekans. 
Dr. 0. M. Flinn 
DENTIST 
Marion, Indiana j 
| 402 Glass Block Phone 384 t 
J Special Inducements to Students | 
BEN BRADFORD 
QUALITY SHOE SHOP 
First Interclub Game 
(UNOFFICIAL) 
Indiana ! 
All the latest 
Sheet Music 
Victor Recoids 
Player Rolls 
S'.einway 
Pianos and 
other leafing 
makes of 
Pianos and 
Player Pianos 
Houpe of Butler 
Marion, Ind. 
E. C. HUNT, Local Agent 
« 
• —— 
SHOE CO. 
Opposite Glass Block 
MARION, INDIANA 
Ghost as there is at this hour. While The score at the end of the sixth 
a few have carried the burden all the innjng was three to nine in the Eu 
year, in a special way the burden has ]0g's favor but the Eurekas by some 
been growing in intensity and vol- hard hitting raised the score until 
ume since Easter Until it seems we at lhe end of the game they found 
can now see the gathering cloud of themselves beaten but by three runs 
Pentecostal power and glory that will The fjnal SCQre being geven t() ten 
soon break in a deluge upon our N()t bad work at all> noble <,j have 
clamoring yet patient hearts. foundl its." We are looking for some-
Beloved, the above is a definite ob- thing better from you in the near 
jective, a goal to he attained, the miss- future. 
Ralph C. Cottrell 
Glasses Scientifically Fitted 
SPECIAL RATES TO 
STUDENTS 
421-422 Marion National Bank 
j Phone 246 Marion, Ind.' 
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EUREKANS 
Players runs 
Gartrell C. 2 
Lopitson P. 0 
Christensen 1 B. 1 
M. Thompson 3 B. 1 
Stewart S. S. 
Stoddard 2 B. 
Trafiton R. F. 
Wills R. F. 
Lin dell L. F. 
Rupp C. F. 
Cook P. 
LINE UP 
EULOGONIANS 
Players runs 
E. Smith C. 3 
H. Eaiton P. 1 
Witmer R. F. 1 
Earl Smith CF 1 
McCrimmon 2B 1 
Naden L. F. 1 
McLaughlin 1 B 1 
Okenga 3 B. 0 
Samuelson SS 0 
Daughenbaugh 1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
7 
First Interclub Game 
(OFFICIAL) 
The following Saturday, April twep-
ty-eigh'th, was ithe formal opening of 
the interclub baseball series. At two-
thirty the two nines came to the 
field, the Eurekas grimly determin­
ed to do better this time and the Eu-
logs just as firmly decided to follow 
up their former victory by another 
triumph. 
For the first seven innings the two 
teams battled on fairly even terms, 
neither team leading by more than 
two points. At the ending of the 
eighth however things took on a dis­
mal color for the "Eureks" for the 
opposing forces brought in three runs 
thus advancing to a four run lead. 
It was at this juncture of the game 
that the unexpected happened. The 
Eu.reka.ns came to bat with "blood in 
their eyes" and actually "banged" 
out four runs before the Eulogs 
"came to" But alas! the supper bell 
tolled and the game was declared a 
tie. 
LINE UP 
EUREKANS EULOGONIANS 
Players runs Players runs 
M. Thompson 3 B. 2 
D. Whitenack LF 1 
Lindell L. F. 2 
Christensen IB. 2 
Loptson P. 1 
Rupp C. F. 0 
Cook C. F. 0 
Stewart S. S. 1 
Gartrell G. 1 
A. C. Thompson 2B 2 
Wills S. 0 
Trafton S. 0 
12 
Ernest Smith C. 3 
McLaughlin 1 B 3 
Witmer 2 B. 3 
Earl Smith CF 1 
Perry L. F. 1 
Okenga 3 B. 0 
Naden R. F. 1 
Samuelson S. S. 0 
Posfon P. 0 
12 
I wonder why it is that we are not 
all kinder than we are. How much 
the world needs it! How easily it is 
done! How instantaneously it acts! 
How infallibly it is remembered! How 
superabundantly it pays itself back! 
—Selected. 
10 
KEEVER'S GARAGEj 
TAXI SERVICE 
Anywhere, Day or Night 
Phones: Garage 172, House 31 
Upland, Indiana! 
REX & CO. 
SHOES SOLED 
and 
REPAIRED 
ROOM 9 SICKLER DORM 
[ RADIO 
and 
| ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 
BK&NDON ELECTRIC CO. 
206 Brennun St. 
See Harold Ellison. 
I 
.1 
YOUNG BROTHERS 
MASTER MECHANICS IN 
TINNING, PLUMBING 
SHEET METAL WORK 
FURNACES and FURNACE 
WORK 
Repair Work 
Our Specialty 
Gas City 
Phone 213 
Upland 
Phone 22 
A. D. FREESE 
REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE) 
NOTARY PUBLIC j 
Courier Office Phone 1061) 
JOHN H. WILLMAN 
FURNITURE 
Rugs, Linoleums and 
Draperies 
Also Eureka Electric 
Sweepers 
COLUMBIA GRAFANOLAS AND 
COLUMBIA RECORDS 
Phone 418 North Side of Square 
HARTFORD CITY 
No doubt you believe 
THE LARRIMER ART SHOP 
• ft 
DR. H. N. TURNEY 
DEisTiST 
Phone 58. Marion, Indiana 
X-Ray Equipment 
508 Marion National Bank Bldg. 
I is the very best place in this sec-) 
tion for photographs and frames.) 
f As usual, this year, we give 25%) 
discount to Taylor students, and) 
promise you our best work. 
CLOTHCRAFT STANDARD SERGE 
Blue, Gray and Brown 
The world's largest selling suit. Made 
in the largest single unit clothing 
plant ever known. 
Regular Models $27.00 in 
Sport Models $30.00 
The Golden Eagle 
UPLAND GAS CITY 
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IN HONOR OF OUR MOTHERS 
MY EARTHLY ANGEL upon us, she stands seen vigil be-
MOTHER side our bed of affliction. She min-
by A. C. Thompson isters to our needs as no other earthly 
person could do. Oft times the touch 
In the shadow of every great man's of her loving hands is all that is 
fame walks his mother. She went necessary to stay the restlessness of 
down into the valley of shadow to our fevered and pain racked body, 
give him life, and for years and She reJoices with us in °ur success 
years she toiled unceasingly to push and s^e 's the first to sympathize 
him onward. She gave the labor of with us in our adversities. Truly she 
her hands and the sweat of her brow is the emblem of all that is good and 
for his support. She poured into him righteous. 
ambition and consolation when he And we, as children of saintly and 
grew discouraged; she supplemented loving mothers fail to recognize the 
his weakness with her strength; she great debt we owe to her for bring-
filled him with hope and faith when ing us into existence and for her tire-
his own failed. At last he did the less servitude in rearing us. We don't 
big thing and his friends praised him, fully realize what a loving mother 
yet nobody though of the quiet, is till she has passed across the great 
gentle, loving, mother in the back- divide; then it is too late. The only 
ground who had labored incessantly thing for us to do then is to live the 
for his success. At times she deprived life that she would have us to live 
herself of many individual necessities if she were here with us. We should 
and sacrifices them for him. awake to the great debt we owe her 
How many of us give our mothers and strive to pay in a small way, part 
due credit for what we are, how many of that debt before she leaves us for 
of us when we are putting the arti- her heavenly abode. In our daily pur-
ficial roses on our cheeks think of suits and pleasures we forget the 
the wrinkled face—one who has made little mother that is waiting at home, 
it possible for us to enjoy the many thinking of us and longing for a word 
blessings of life. Too many of us of love and a kiss from her beloved 
are prone to forget that gentle, lov- child; we neglect to bestow upon her 
ing spirit who has done more to the attention that her heart yearns 
mold our lives than any other earth- for and which she so richly deserves, 
ly power. Too many of us forget our Mother is the sweetest name on 
little gray mother on Mother's Day, earth; it is the name that should be 
who awaits alone at home, longing reverenced, loved and respected by 
to be cherished with a letter or a US) for truly it is a synonym of all 
bunch of flowers from her boy or that is good and righteous. We should 
girl. Too many of us fail to hold our agree with the poet who said, 
mother's in their true light and to «Mj is for t,he miiij0n things she 
pay to them the homage that is due gave me> 
them. We should have a Lincoln-like „ , ., . , . . , T O, means only that she is growing 
spirit, who said, All that 1 am or ^ 
ever expect to be, I owe to. my angel * . , , 
,, „ T, is for the tears she shed to save mother." ' 
me, 
If we think of our mother in the jg for ber heart ag pure ag goW> 
true light as we should, we could E> Jg foj. her eyeg with love.lig,ht 
write books of her matchless love, sjjjnjng 
that could paint the picture of her ' . 
j j? i R, means right and right she ll al-saintly character in words of elo- ' 
quence and power, for she is truly wajs e' 
our best friend. In sickness, in trouble, Put them all together, they spell 
in poverty and when all others turn Mother, 
the shoulder of unfriendliness toward A word which means the world to 
us, refusing to believe that anything me." 
is wrong with her boy or with her Truly that is what a mother is and 
girl. She is the last to criticize and we should do everything in our 
chide. She is the first to bless and power to make her evening of life as 
to forgive. Faults which in others' peaceful as possible, so that when 
eyes are mountainous in proportion she goes to her reward she will 
cannot be seen by her. Then too, know that her children loved her and 
when the finger of disease takes hold did not neglect her. We should do 
W. E. WAGONER 
DENTIST 
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block 
Phone 1235 Marion, Ind. I 
DR. F. L. RESLER 
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON 
Office Over Postoffice 
Phones: Office 1132. Res., 104 
Upland, Indiana 
IN MARION 
For Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
and Millinery 
FARIS & FARIS 
Optometrists 
Eyes examined by state examined 
and registered Optometrists. 
CROSS EYES STRAIGHTENED 
ALL LENSES DUPLICATED. 
DR. C. C. FARIS 
DR. EMIL FARIS 
South Side Square. Phone 1410 
MARION, IND. 
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every minor task possible that would 
bring sunshine to her furrowed brow. 
We should make her decline in years 
quiet and peaceful and surrounded 
with our greatest love and attention. 
For she is worth more than her weight 
in gold. Love her, honor her, bless 
•her before she goes away. 
J. C. KNOTT D. C. 
CHIROPRACTOR 
j Graduate Palmer School of j 
Chiropractic I 
N. Side Square 
| Phone 372. Hartford City, Ind 
HAS HE PROTECTED HIS 
MOTHER 
She'll never forsake you, whatever 
you do. 
Were you down in the gutter, she'd 
kneel beside you; 
Were you covered with shame, she 
would stand by ydur side, 
And the hurt in her heart for your 
sake she would hide. 
She will Stick to you, lad, though 
you lose every test; 
So the least you can do is to give 
her your best. 
All others may quilt you and mock at 
your fall, 
But your mother, undaunted, will 
come at your call. 
She will follow you down to the deep 
depths of sin, 
And love you and nurse you through 
thick and through thin; 
And though she may suffer through 
what you have done, 
She will never forget or desert you, 
my son. 
So long as she lives you are sure of 
a friend 
On whom at all times you may safely 
depend. 
You may wound her by sinning, and 
hurt her with shame, 
Should you fail to be true, but she'll 
love you the same; 
So remember, my lad, as you stand 
in life's test, 
That you owe to your mother your 
finest and best. 
—Author Unknown. 
I FRANK R. PETERS 
DENTIST 
Successor to W. D. Place 
i 201 E. Main St., Hartford City, Ind. 
The world delights in sunny peo­
ple. The old are hungering for love 
more 'than for bread. The air of joy 
is very cheap; and if you can help 
the poor on with a garment of praise, 
it will be better for them than 
blankets.—Henry Drummond. 
Some of your hurts you have cured, 
And the sharpest you still have sur­
vived, 
But what torments or grief you en­
dured 
From evils which never arrived! 
•—Emeirson. 
S. A. MARTIN 
DENTIST 
25| S. Walnut Street 
MUNCIE, IND. 
Distinctive Styles In 
Hosiery 
^ Hosiery that is "different" and yet 
conforms to every requirement of 
good taste. Women's hosiery in all 
the fashionable colors, also in 
novelty designs; some with hand 
embroidered clocks. Price range 
from 50c to $2.75 a pair. Let this 
store supply your hosiery needs. 
RISINGERS 
Nlorth Side Square, Hartford City. I 
T 
| GOLDEN RULE REPAIR SHOP { 
I All kinds of auto, harness and shoe j 
I repairing. New parts furnished. | 
S. A. D. HOWARD { 
• 
BURRIS SMITH'S 
GIVEABLE GIFTS 
I 
BLUMENTHAL & CO. 
The B,est Place to shop after All." 
Marion's Greatest Style Center 
Quality Merchandise Only— 
i 
! 
We have a fine 
Assortment of Gifts 
for Graduates 
Mail Us Your Films. 
THE BURRIS SMITH 
Gift and Art Shop 
WEST SIDE OF SQUARE 
HARTFORD CITY, IND. 
HOCKETT STUDIO 
Photographer 
of the "Gem" pictures. 
Have Your Picture Taken 
By Us. 
Fairmount Ind. 
• 
Phones—Office 81, Res. 52. 
Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m. ] 
Charles A. Sellers, M. D- j 
Internal Medicine and X-Ray 
Diagnosis. 
Portable X-Ray for bedside use. j 
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford j 
City, Ind. 
t 
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Mr. Squire, seeing initials "E. L. K." 
on Edith Klossner's napkin—"Elkt I 
always knew you were a dear." 
Mr. Denbo—"It is good to be a 
preacher. I get chicken dinners near­
ly every Sunday." 
Lucy Larrison—"Just wait until I 
get a preacher and I'll have chicken 
dinners, too." 
Miss Clench, trying to do stupidity 
in expressive movement. 
Miss Spiers—"Look at me and you 
might get an inspiration of stupid­
ity." 
Miss Clench—"I would rather look 
at the wall." 
Hey, Rube 
Hotel Keeper—"Here, what's all 
this ringing about?" 
Uncle Josh—"I've lost my collar 
button and I'm trying to dig this one 
out of the wall." 
A Wise Man 
The coalman's seagon may be the 
winter, and the summer the ice man's 
harvest so that it's possible the milk­
man finds his greatest profit in the 
spring. 
Christy—"When we all sprang from 
monkeys, Ketchem forgot to spring." 
Miss Losie—"Is Harrisburg a good 
place in which to live?" 
Ethel Buffington—"Capital." 
NELSON STUDIO 
You have friends they should 
have a Nelson portrait of you. 
223 W. Main St. Hartford City Ind.| 
If it's Bread, Cakes, Cookies, or 
Buns or anything in the Bakery 
line you want, call the 
UPLAND BAKERY 
Phone 382 Guy Swartz, Prop. 
CHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S.| 
Dentistry and Oral Surgery { 
I. O. O. F. Bldg. Phone 115 i 
Hartford City, Indiana 
o • 
Lost—A Freshman picnic. 
Joe Larson—"Dorah, you 
"Sammy's" napkin ring." 
Dorah "How do you know? Maybe 
he gave it to me." 
L. Bayll "Oh no! A ring that he 
would give you wouldn't be as large 
as that." 
Dr. Keith, in biology—"If these 
germs (strept cocci) get into the 
throat they cause tonsilitis, if they 
get into the skin they cause ery­
sipelas." 
Ernest Lindell, interrupting—"If 
they get into the heart do they cause 
love-iickness?" 
Set for a good time. 
One of the Weary Willie type was 
given ten cents by a lady, who said: 
"I am not giving you this because 
you begged, but for my own pleasure." 
"Yes, ma'am, thank you, ma'am," 
replied the tramp. "Why not make 
it a quarter ma'am and thoroughly 
enjoy yourself?" 
Betty Krause—"I knew that you 
were coming." 
Iva Hawkins—"Oh, I am always 
giving myself away with my mouth." 
Betty—"That's the way lots of 
people give themselves away." 
Dr. Wray advocates that some of 
the rubbish be removed from in front 
have of Swallow-Robin. We are sure the 
girls would appreciate it. 
Mr. Denbo—"I think I will try tak­
ing a run around the square every­
day." 
Miss Puffer—"Why?" 
Mr. Denbo—"Why, I just slept fine 
last night after that race down the 
chapel aisle." 
Ted Holterman—"They say people 
who live together often grow to 
look alike." 
Mildred Kettyle—"Ted, you positive­
ly must consider my refusal as final." 
Juanita Landon was sitting in the 
class room with her feet out in the 
aisle, she also was chewing gum. 
Arthur Rehme, teacher, "Juanita, 
take that chewing gum out of your 
mouth and put your feet in." 
Her Annuncenient Party? 
Mr. Lindell was sitting with his 
arm around Mr. Henning on S. R. 
porch. 
Miss Churchill—"Mr. Lindell is a 
barber, I wonder who will be next." 
As Mr. Henning quietly rises to his 
feet Billie McNeil says: "Miss Lortz, 
you are next." 
Ruth Lortz—"Oh, no, I have already 
been spoken for." 
As the Seniors raced down the 
aisle Madelaine Bien called out—"Say 
Johnnie, you came down that aisle so 
fast that I heard your skirts swish as 
you turned the corner." 
Cut Flowers 
of all kinds in season 
Help Taylor University by 
purchasing your cut flowers 
and potted plants from us. 
Taylor University j 
Greenhouse 
. 
| B. A. Atkinson, Florist | 
•Phone 894 Upland, Ind.j 
» 
t J 
( 
We will allow a 
j SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
I to all Taylor U. Students on 
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear 
Men's Furnishings, Shoes 
t and Dry Goods 
The way to speak and write what 
shall not go oult of fashion is to speak 
and write sincerely.—Emerson. 
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A MESSAGE FROM 
SAM THE METHODIST 
The students were much pleased to 
have brother Sam visit them again 
and bring another of his character­
istic messages. His messages are char­
acteristic because they come from a 
man who has had many unusual ex­
periences, and are inspired by the 
Spirit. They are appreciated be­
cause they are practical, being' simple 
and from the heart. 
He took as his theme, "It pays to 
obey God." 
His audience was assured that it 
was impossible 'to get anywhere un­
less God was obejedl. Obedience to 
Him is the only road 'to success. That 
God must have obedience in little 
things before He can in-trust us with 
big things. That, as a man walks in 
obedience, be may be considered 
crazy by the world for the world 
knows not God; but all is glorious 
when God exalts that man for his 
obedience. 
He gave Elijah as an example. 
When God said "Go" Elijah went, 
without hesitating or arguing. The 
result was that when he prayed, im­
mediately the fire fell. 
The students were told: that they j 
were in school to learn obedience, ) 
and they we'e advised to have their { 
education fired up, for, said he, "An J 
education without salvation is a 'det- • 
riment." • 
The latter part of the message was i 
given to (he reciting of remarkable J 
experiences in bis career to show how | 
God pays many fold for every dollar J 
spent according to the leading of the 
Spiiit. One time he would be led to 
give money to a person in need of 
food, at another, to dress a man or 
boy who was in rage. And in each 
case God rewarded him sometimes 
with hundreds of dollars, alt the close 
of a meeting, by check from an "out­
sider," or through the post office 
from an unknown person. 
Such a message of experiences en­
couraged many folk to trust and obey 
God] more fully. We are graiteful to 
him for these words and have prayed 
that God may make him a blessing to 
thousands of others. 
Sam has a standing invitation to 
visit Taylor again as the Lord may 
lead. 
—L. D. 
DINE AT KEEVERS CAFE 
With Steam Table service, Hot 
Sandwiches at all hours and 
Coffee for the nervous 
Our dinner lunch is 25c 
| j Quality 
J » Hosiery 
0. C. BOWEN & CO. 
DRY GOLDS, NOTIONS 
GROCERIES, 
GENTS' FURNISHINGS 
Upland ----- Indiana 
High Grade 
SHOES 
i Miller Lumber & Mfg. Co. 
EVERYTHING IN BUILDING 
MATERIAL, WOOD & COAL 
Upland, Ind. Phone 2111 
FOR WALL PAPER, SCHOOL 
BOOKS AND SUPPLIES 
Fountain Pens, Toilet Articles 
Go To 
VAN WINKLE'S DRUG STORE | 
Hartford City, Indiana j 
CITY BARBER SHOP 
Barber Supplies For Sale 
TROUT & WEAVER 
UPLAND STATE BANK 
Upland, Ind. 
Capital 525,000.00 
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00 
I. M. MTLLER, Piesident 
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier 
Sir A. Conan Doyle asserts that he 
can talk to spirits in the other world, 
but we doubt their ability to hear him 
warble. 
WOMEN'S WEAR 
THE QUEEN CITY 
CPPGSITE GLASS BLCCK 
MARION, IND. 
Phone 507 
|W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.i 
| EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT } 
{ Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St. i 
Hartford City, Ind. 
The University Grocery 
Full Line of. Groceries, Notions, j 
Hosiery, Etc. 
CANDY—YUM! YUM! 
Good Eats in General 
SERVICE HARDWARE 
The first Hardware Stoie on 
your way down town. 
Student Patronage Solicited. 
U p l a n d  . . .  -  I n d i a n a  1  
SEND IT TO 
"THE HOUSE j 
OF CLEANLINESS".1 
Laundry j 
Dry Cleaning 
Carpet Cleaning j 
Watch for the White Truck { 
BROWN LAUNDRY! 
& Dry Cleaning Co. } 
LOYD OLSON, Agent 
The Measure Of A Man 
There is something- romantic in the nursery where 
the great trees get their start, when a nation has a re­
foresting program. We owe the good nurseryman a 
debt. 
But the place where men are discovered and fenced 
against varments of bad habit and trained as leaders to 
make a better world should take first place in our 
esteem. 
1 1 
Taylor University 
Has already produced some of the world's most useful 
men and women. The demand for its service now ex­
ceeds its capacity. A double header program is on to 
save it from its thraldom of debt and to enlarge it for 
its world mission. The wonderful year that is just com­
ing to a close is one of several eloquent arguments in 
favor of an investment in this institution. Some people 
are heeding the argument, and we believe more will do 
so. 
